
   
 

     
 

Public Participation Toolkit for NY State’s Climate Law  
This document serves as a one-stop shop to help you provide input on how New 
York State should meet its bold climate goals illustrated in the Climate Law. The 

public can influence the final plan by 1) participating in public hearings between now 
and May 11th, 2) submitting written comments by July 1. 

The toolkit introduces the Climate Law and Scoping Plan process, includes 
instructions on how to submit comments and sign up and prepare to give public 
testimony, and summarizes sample talking points focusing on the most polluting 

sectors in the plan. 
 

What is New York’s Climate Law?  

The Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act (the “CLCPA”) is New York 
State’s landmark climate law. Environmental Advocates NY was a key part of the 
grassroots push to develop and pass this law in 2019.  
The Climate Law has the nation’s strongest greenhouse gas emissions reduction 
requirements including: 

• 85% reduction in greenhouse gas emission across polluting sectors of the state 

economy by 2050 

• 100% zero-emission electricity by 2040 

• 70% renewable energy by 2030  

Importantly, the Climate Law is also a climate justice law, requiring at least 35% of 
clean energy funding benefits to be spent in “disadvantaged communities,” the 
communities hit first and worst by the climate crisis. The Climate Law also requires 
a climate and equity screen for all state agencies, which helps build climate justice 
considerations into long-term planning and provides us with a tool to stop the build 
out of fossil fuel infrastructure.  
 

What is the Scoping Plan?  
The law calls on the Climate Action Council (CAC) to prepare a Scoping Plan to 
serve as the blueprint to achieve the law’s mandates.  
The CAC spent nearly two years developing a draft scoping plan with advice and 
support from seven specific-sector advisory panels, the Climate Justice Working 
Group, and the Just Transition Working Group. The draft has eleven sector and 
cross-sector chapters focusing on different parts of the economy, laying out 
recommendations to meet the mandates. It presents four different scenarios for 
reaching or exceeding the goals of the law: Scenario 1: The Advisory Panel 
Recommendations, Scenario 2: Strategic Use of Low Carbon Fuels, Scenario 3: 
Accelerated Transition Away from Combustion, Scenario 4: Beyond 85% Emissions 
Reductions. 
The draft Scoping Plan was released in January 2022 (click here to access) and the 
Climate Action Council needs YOUR input to ensure New York is on the strongest 

https://climate.ny.gov/Our-Climate-Act/Draft-Scoping-Plan


   
 

path towards a stable climate and a sustainable, equitable economy in its final plan. 
The comments we’ve prepared for you pull strongly from the Climate Justice 
Working Group’s recommendations that were not integrated into the draft plan.  
 
How to submit comments 

Step 1: Visit https://nyserda.seamlessdocs.com/f/DraftScopingComments  
Step 2: Fill out your name and email address, and check off the sectors you would 
like to comment on (I. e., Transportation, Waste, etc.) 

Step 3: In the comments section, introduce yourself and the region of New York you 
live in, perhaps what you do for a living and why you are submitting comments. Draw 
from our talking points below if you would like. 
Note: Comments will be accepted through July 1st, 2022.  

Note: If you have technical issues with the form, you can email your comment to: 
scopingplan@nyserda.ny.gov 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
How to testify at a public hearing virtually or in-person 

Step 1: View this PDF for dates and locations of the 8 in-person public hearings and 
2 virtual public hearings in April and May 2022. 
Step 2: Click here to pre-register for the hearing you would like to testify at.  
Step 3: Draft your testimony, feel free to use some of our talking points below. You 
should prepare to speak for 2 minutes or less, this will be 300 words or less. 
Step 4: Mark your calendar for this date, plan your trip to the location or review the 

virtual details, look out for emails about when you will be speaking 
Note: If you have any questions or concerns regarding accessibility please contact: 
Sal Graven Sal.Graven@nyserda.ny.gov 1-866-697-3732 ext. 3331 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

 
 
Sample introduction to written comments or live testimony 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Climate Action Council’s draft 
Scoping Plan. My name is <<First Name Last Name>>, and I live in <<City/Town>>, 
New York. <<Insert as much personal information as you’d like.>> 
I would firstly like to express my support for Scenario 3 in the draft Scoping Plan – 

Accelerated Transition Away from Combustion — which pushes hardest on 
electrification as a strategy and uses the lowest levels of bioenergy and 
combustion. 
In my community, <<insert specific issues relevant to town state>>. I am here today 
to briefly share my comments on the Draft Scoping Plan and offer specific 
recommendations to help ensure the Climate Action Council prepares the strongest 
final plan for my community and New York State.  

https://nyserda.seamlessdocs.com/f/DraftScopingComments
mailto:scopingplan@nyserda.ny.gov
https://climate.ny.gov/CAC-Meetings-and-Materials
https://nyserda.seamlessdocs.com/f/PublicHearings
mailto:Sal.Graven@nyserda.ny.gov


   
 

 
Talking Points  
 

Public health and economic benefits  
• Implementing the Climate Law means New York’s air will be cleaner, the state will 

reduce climate-altering emissions, and there will be a plan to invest in a just 

transition for workers and historically disadvantaged communities.  

• The economic benefits of implementing the plan outweigh the economic costs of 

inaction by between $90 and $120 billion. This includes accounting for expected 

damage to sectors across the economy and public health costs of inaction.  

• New Yorkers are already facing the impacts of climate change, like more intense and 

frequent storms (i.e., more super storms like Hurricanes Ida and Sandy), changing 

seasons that impact New York’s agriculture sector, and dangerous heat spikes in the 

summers. Low-income communities and communities of color are suffering even 

more from harmful pollution from the reliance of our economy on fossil fuels. 

• In sum, the faster we move to full electrification the fewer people will get sick, the 

fewer lives will be lost, the more jobs we will create and the faster we will reap the 

net economic benefits. 

 
Agriculture 

• The draft plan does not go far enough to reduce emissions from controlled animal 

feeding operations (CAFOs) and industrial agriculture. The strategies outlined in the 

draft plan rely heavily on technical assistance and cost-share programs to achieve 

methane reductions from manure management. I support the Climate Justice 

Working Group recommendation which favors imposing regulations on dairy and 

other livestock farmers to reduce emissions. The final plan must ensure that 

strategies include regulatory and mandatory actions and rely less on voluntary 

programs. 

• The Final Scoping Plan should take into account the Climate Justice Working 

Group’s preference for manure management strategies that reduce animal waste 

generation at the source. Alternative manure management strategies in the 

agriculture sector can help prevent excessive ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, methane, 

and nitrous oxide emissions in rural disadvantaged communities. 

• The Final Scoping Plan should include the Climate Justice Working Group 

recommendation of a fertilizer fee to reduce nitrous oxide emissions. 

• The Final Scoping Plan should include payments for ecosystem services and soil 

health to ensure payments go toward capital and on-going expenses of more 

renewable agriculture. This sector needs technical and financial support to 

implement the best climate practices. 

• The Final Scoping Plan should prioritize the use of on-site biogas over strategies 

that use Anaerobic Digesters for biogas or biomass for energy to mitigate 

greenhouse gas emissions on farms. 

 



   
 

Waste 
• I am pleased to see the inclusion of extended producer responsibility (EPR) policies 

for difficult-to-manage products and materials; however, the Final Scoping Plan 

needs more prescriptive EPR policy recommendations. EPR policies for plastic and 

paper packaging require manufacturers to standardize recycling labels and require a 

percentage of post-consumer content in products. Manufacturers should be 

required to follow standards that consider environmental justice impacts in 

hazardous waste disposal. 

• I appreciate the recommendation for legislation to amend and expand the existing 

Food Donation and Food Scraps Recycling Law (2019) to separate organics, ban 

combustion and landfilling organics, and require a surcharge on all waste generated 

to provide funds for reduction, reuse, and recycling.  The final Scoping Plan should 

include regulations on the overproduction of materials, such as a tax on 

overproduction of food and ending production of non-recyclable materials. 

• The draft plan prioritizes supporting and creating landfill and biogas markets and 

recycling markets as opposed to reducing waste in the first place, the final plan 

needs guardrails on the “limited and beneficial use” of biogas. The Final Scoping 

Plan should state explicitly that biogas captured from waste should be limited to on-

site use and no new transmission infrastructure should be allowed to support 

additional biogas.   

• The final plan should expand local-scale composting and recycling in equitably 

geographically distributed, well-run sites and facilities. This should include the 

conversion of some local transfer stations into well-run 

composting/sorting/processing sites. For greater waste reduction and local scale 

diversion we need an instituted municipal collection of organics from all businesses 

and all residences, including public housing, assisted living, etc.  

• For waste justice and climate justice to be reflected in the final plan, it must set goals 

for decommissioning NYS incinerators and ending contracts with out of state 

incinerators. The state should not permit any subsidies, nor permit new incinerators, 

or incineration/burning by other names (inc. pyrolysis, gasification).  

 
Buildings 

• I strongly support the draft plan’s proposed ban on any fossil fuels in new single-

family homes and low-rise residential units built by 2024 and all buildings by 2027 as 

well as advanced energy building codes for new and renovated residential and 

commercial buildings. 

• Disadvantaged Communities grant funding will need to cover most or all the near-

term cost premium for building electrification and efficiency upgrades. NYSERDA 

has estimated that $1 billion annually is the minimum investment required to ensure 

an equitable and affordable clean energy transition over time. The final plan should 

state explicitly that New York State will need to commit at least $1 billion in funds 

annually to support energy efficiency and electrification for Disadvantaged 

Communities and low to moderate-income households.  



   
 

• The Just Transition Working Group’s Jobs Study estimates that meeting New York's 

climate goals will create 140,000 jobs related to buildings by 2030. The Final 

Scoping Plan must include a requirement to map out workforce development needs 

for building efficiency improvements and electrification statewide, and to engage the 

NYS Education Department, SUNY/CUNY institutions, community-based 

organizations, labor and private sector in partnerships to develop a strategy to 

recruit, train, and skill up the clean energy workforce required to decarbonize the 

building sector. 

• The final plan should recommend a dramatic increase in easily accessible incentive 

programs to encourage households and residential building owners to weatherize 

and undertake electrical upgrades in preparation for future electrification. 

Additionally, the final plan should require an energy audit and basic weatherization 

and electrical service upgrades before a home can be sold.  

 

Electricity 
• By 2040, New York State is required to reach a zero-emissions electric grid. The 

Final Scoping Plan must avoid recommendations that will perpetuate the combustion 

of fuels to generate electricity.  

• I agree with the draft plan’s assessment that the State should make proactive and 

timely investments in local transmission and distribution infrastructure and 

associated cost-sharing associated with the utilities in these upgrades. The Final 

Scoping Plan will need year-by-year permitting targets to substitute existing fossil 

fuel power plants with large scale renewable energy to operationalize this (plus 

battery storage and efficiency). A moratorium on new fossil fuel plants will be 

needed quickly to ensure the many fossil fuel power plants already reaching their 

end of life are not replaced by more fossil fuel power plants.  

• By 2050 our electricity needs will double, since we will be heating our homes and 

powering our vehicles with renewable electricity, we’ll need a 7x increase in solar 

capacity, a 10x increase in wind, and a 10x increase in storage. The state must make 

renewable energy siting a more streamlined and simplified process. The final plan 

should address obstacles to renewable energy siting which will require full staffing 

of state agencies like the Office of Renewable Energy Siting, and a public education 

campaign on the benefits and opportunities of clean energy. 

• The draft plan’s “Explore Technology Solutions” section is largely problematic in its 

promotion of expanding renewable natural gas, green hydrogen, and nuclear as 

answers to long duration storage. I join the CJWG in expressing strong concern 

about the emerging technologies mentioned plus waste-to-energy and bioenergy, as 

they can lead to the production of more greenhouse gas emissions and/or co-

pollutants and are inherently inefficient or unsustainable.  

 

Transportation 
• In the draft plan, I approve of the following recommendations: allowing direct electric 

vehicles sales, adopting California’s Clean Cars 2 Regulations, reforming utility rate 



   
 

design for EV charging, transitioning to a zero-emissions state fleet, and investing in 

zero emissions public transit and EV charging stations.  

• I enthusiastically support a Feebate program offering direct rebates for electric 

vehicle purchases supported by a fee on gas powered vehicles. The program, as the 

draft plan states, should be designed to meet other policy goals, like higher rebates 

for low-income consumers, exemptions from the fee for lower- priced vehicles 

purchased largely by low- and middle-income consumers, and an additional rebate 

for used zero emissions vehicles paired with affordable financing options.   

• To adequately improve public transit availability and accessibility in the state there is 

a need for operating and capital costs to provide first mile/last mile connectivity; a 

greater number of destinations accessible by public transportation, walking, and 

biking; increased service frequency with more reliability and hours of operations; 

increased number of mobility options (e.g., micro-transit, micro-mobility); and high-

quality amenities at public transportation facilities/stops. 

• I agree with the Climate Justice Working Group’s warning against policies like the 

“clean energy supply standard” that could extend reliance on fossil fuel 

infrastructure and allow emissions from fuel combustion to continue to 

disproportionately impact Disadvantaged Communities.  

• New York State has some of the most diesel-polluted census tracts in the country. 

The final plan should recommend targeted policies to electrify facilities with large 

volumes of truck traffic. In particular, the Council should urge DEC to evaluate and 

adopt Indirect Source Rules, as permitted under the Clean Air Act, to boost 

electrification and improve air quality near ports, warehouses, railyards, and other 

facilities. Indirect Source Rules provide the cleanest policy mechanism to drive down 

emissions in these types of facilities and should be included in the Council’s Final 

Scoping Plan. 

• I recommend California’s Heavy-Duty Low NOx Omnibus rule be included in the Final 

Scoping Plan, which would reduce PM and NOx emissions by ~90%, with priority in 

overburdened communities. The final plan should recommend that NYSDEC go 

forward with a rulemaking to adopt this rule as soon as possible, in line with the 

CLCPA’s equity provisions. 

 

Gas System Transition 
• I support the draft plan’s vision of gas infrastructure being strategic 

decommissioned and consolidated and the ultimate closure of gas utilities. I 

especially support its elimination of statutory provisions that would prevent the 

renewable energy transition from happening and new building codes to prohibit the 

use of gas appliances (space heating, hot water and cooking) in new construction. 

• The cost of decommissioning the gas system must be spread equitably across rate 

classes to ensure low to moderate-income households and renters are not left 

behind in the transition. 

• Replacing fossil gas systems with electricity from renewable sources is an urgent 

need if we are to have a stable climate and an environmentally just future. We have 



   
 

known for decades that low-income communities and communities of color (despite 

income level) are more likely to live close to power plants, the refineries that 

generate oil and gas, and the petrochemical facilities that produce oil-based 

chemicals used throughout our economy.1 

• Renewable natural gas cannot substitute natural gas on a large, or even medium 

scale. The consensus is that if we take all the manure and sewage and leaking 

methane from landfills in the state and captured that RNG it would be 2-3% of our 

natural gas usage. It’s misleading the decision makers and people of the state. 

Natural gas systems are very expensive, methane emissions have been extremely 

underestimated. We need to decommission the gas distribution system without 

kidding ourselves that false solutions like renewable natural gas and hydrogen are 

reasonable substitutes.  

 

Economy-Wide Strategies 
• The draft Scoping Plan contains two economy-wide emission reduction strategies 

that are based on a form of carbon pricing: cap-and-invest and clean fuel standards. 

The Climate Justice Working Group opposes these approaches and advised the 

Council to reject them. In terms of the clean fuel standard, the draft plan states that 

revenues from this approach will not be “generated for public investment, thus, the 

investments of revenue would not provide a mechanism for addressing any hotspots 

that would otherwise be created” making it more difficult to address any regressive 

impact of increased fuel prices. The best pathway to fund the CLCPA is via an 

economywide polluter penalty. It prices pollution and directs the spending of 

proceeds to address issues of regressivity. 

• The draft plan implies that economy-wide pricing versus declining pollution caps is 

an either-or option for achieving the goals of the law. However, polluter penalties 

should be an “also” to the pollution reduction goals. They are really a funding 

mechanism not an end to themselves. 

• The draft plan is littered with recommendations that beg for a serious funding level 

of funding. The final plan needs to advance more than a short menu of options so 

the public knows how their transition off fossil fuels will be supported. 

 
 

 
1 Robert Bullard 1999, Dumping in Dixie: Race, Class, and Environmental Quality Dumping in Dixie: Race, Class, and 
Environmental Quality 
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